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The Falklands War Day By Day
This book traces the interaction of war and diplomacy and analyzes why the Falklands conflict of
1982 engaged the British and Argentine people in a deeply personal way. It also examines the
interpretation of the war in Britain, revealing how the war--a successful one--was seen by its
critics as an example of "Thatcher's Britain." This "small war" exemplified what one historian
calls "the myriad faces of war" and had--and has--resonances larger than its size.
Down South by Chris Parry - one man's astonishing diary of war in the Falklands 'A gripping
account of heroism - and chaos - in the South Atlantic' Mail on Sunday 'Compelling, gripping. A
vividly written, thought-provoking and engaging account' The Times In 1982 Lieutenant Chris
Parry sailed aboard destroyer HMS Antrim to liberate the Argentine-occupied Falkland Islands.
Parry and his crew, in their Wessex helicopter, were soon launched into action rescuing an SAS
party stuck on a glacier in gales that had already downed two others. Soon after they singlehandedly pursued and fatally wounded a submarine before taking part in terrifying but crucial
drop landings under heavy fire. Down South is a hands on, day-by-day account of war fought in
the most appalling conditions by men whose grit and fighting spirit overcame all obstacles. This
important and extraordinary book of recent history will be enjoyed by readers of Antony Beevor
and Max Hastings. 'Gripping. A graphic description of just how they pulled off a real-life
Mission Impossible' Daily Express 'Excellent. A fascinating war diary' Daily Telegraph 'Vivid
and insightful. Parry excels in revealing the day-to-day challenges of fighting a campaign in
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hostile surroundings' Financial Times 'A truly gripping historical account' Niall Ferguson 'A
priceless contribution to military history. Riveting' Literary Review Chris Parry joined the Royal
Navy after university and then became an Observer in the Fleet Air Arm in 1979. After the
Falklands War he had a successful career in the navy, and on promotion to Rear Admiral in 2005
he became the Ministry of Defence's Director of Developments, Concepts and Doctrines. He was
appointed a CBE in 2004. Now retired from the armed services, he heads a company which
specializes in geo-strategic forecasting.
The Royal Artillery played an absolutely vital, though often forgotten, part in the British armed
forces successful operation to recapture the Falkland Islands in 1982. The actions of the artillery
were recorded by one young officer in a journal which he kept before, during and after the
conflict.Second Lieutenant Tom Martin was a Command Post Officer with 29 (Corunna) Field
Battery RA which deployed to the South Atlantic in 1982 as part of the Task Force dispatched to
retake the Falklands. With its six 105mm Light Guns making the journey on the MV Europic
Ferry, the Battery sailed south on the MV Norland with 2 PARA, joining 3 Commando Brigade
for the landings. The five gun batteries of the Royal Artillery, totaling thirty light field guns, fired
a tremendous number of shells on the Argentine forces. For its part, 29 (Corunna) Field Battery
fired the first Fire Mission of the conflict and continued to do so until the Argentinian surrender
in the most testing environment and against the odds.Whilst in the South Atlantic, Martin sought
to detail and record the action on the Batterys gun position. Supported by the recollections of
some of those he served alongside, Martins notes and diary entries form the basis of this book; a
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vivid, blow-by-blow account which provides a comprehensive picture of the Royal Artillery and
its pivotal role in the Falklands War.
Logistics in the Falklands War
The Day by Day Record from Invasion to Victory. 27-28 May 1982 : Goose Green
The Canberra in the Falklands War
Lessons of the Falklands War
The Story of Naval Party 8901
The Memoirs of the Falklands Battle Group Commander
The tales of war are best told by those who have fought in the battles,
endured the elements, suffered through pain, and nurtured camaraderie
with their brothers in peril. THE FALKLANDS WAR: From Defeat to
Victory is an amazing story told by one of the Royal Marines who was
there. See things at ground zero from under the helmet of John Alden as
he describes this historic event. He was in the first battle that began at
Government House. The British military was captured and forced to
surrender. As the world read the papers, the front page showed the
infamous photo of John and his brothers in arms standing with their
hands up as the Argentine soldiers ridiculed and belittled them. This dark
day in British history did not go unanswered when, days after, they sent
more troops. Ultimately, John Alden and his fellow Royal Marines ended
back at Government House ten weeks later. Only, this time, they flew the
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British flag in final victory. This soldier also shares personal anecdotes of
his hometown and does an amazing job of describing life in a small
English village. Hear the story like it has never been told before with
nothing censored or sugarcoated. Some might argue it is the best account
of the Falklands War to date.
The author of this book traces the pattern of the part played by logistics
in armed conflict, from antiquity to the present day. The main emphasis of
the book is on campaigns dating from the Korean War of 1950 onwards,
but three selected campaigns from World War II produce a run-in for
what is to follow - as indeed does his briefer coverage of earlier conflicts.
As a former brigade commander in the Falklands War of 1982, Thompson
draws a picture of what was, in effect, a microcosm of a much larger
affair, the special circumstances of that experience offering a wide
spectrum of logistic problems. He concludes with a look at the war on the
Central Front that never was, and casts a glance into the future in the
light of the impending changes for the defence of Europe.
The soldiers receive the best service a historian can provide: their story is
told in their own words - Guardian 'For some reason nothing seemed to
happen to us at first; we strolled along as though walking in a park. Then,
suddenly, we were in the midst of a storm of machine-gun bullets and I
saw men beginning to twirl round and fall in all kinds of curious ways' On
1 July 1916, a continous line of British soldiers climbed out from the
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trenches of the Somme into No Man's Land and began to walk towards
dug-in German troops armed with machine-guns. By the end of the day
there were more than 60,000 British casualties - a third of them fatal.
Martin Middlebrook's now-classic account of the blackest day in the
history of the British army draws on official sources from the time, and on
the words of hundreds of survivors: normal men, many of them volunteers,
who found themselves thrown into a scene of unparalleled tragedy and
horror.
A Very Strange Way to go to War
The Lifeblood of War
The Day by Day Record from Invasion to Victory. 1 June 1982 : Gurkhas go
in
The Day by Day Record from Invasion to Victory. 21 May 1982 : D Day
Argentine Fight for the Falklands
The Day by Day Record from Invasion to Victory. 15 June 1982 : Victory!

While many books have been written on the Falklands War, this
is the first to focus on the vital aspect of logistics. The
challenges were huge; the lack of preparation time; the
urgency; the huge distances involved; the need to requisition
ships from trade to name but four.??After a brief discussion of
events leading to Argentina's invasion the book describes in
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detail the rush to re-organise and deploy forces, despatch a
large task force, the innovative solutions needed to sustain the
Task Force, the vital staging base at Ascension Island, the intheatre resupply, the set-backs and finally the restoring of
order after victory.??Had the logistics plan failed, victory would
have been impossible and humiliation inevitable, with no food
for the troops, no ammunition for the guns, no medical support
for casualties etc.??The lessons learnt have never been more
important with increasing numbers of out-of-area operations
required in remote trouble spots at short notice. The Falklands
experience is crucial for the education of new generations of
military planners and fascinating for military buffs and this
book fills an important gap.
Vast and brilliant white, P&O's flagship the SS Canberra was a
final salute to a bygone era of opulence even as she embarked
on her maiden voyage, For a decade she carried passengers
between Britain and Australia, a 90-day voyage of pampering
and decadence. But in March 1982, Britain went to war to
defend the Falkland Islands and the SS Canberra found herself,
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surreally, requisitioned as a troop ship to carry the Marines and
Paratroops into battle. Against all odds she surived, playing a
vital role as a hospital ship, At the end of the war she arrived
back in Southampton to a heroes welcome, where she became
fondly known as the Great White Whale. This is the
extraordinary and, as yet, untold story of how the crew of a
luxury ocean liner: waiters, cooks, nurses and cleaners, found
themselves suddenly thrust onto the front line. A Very Strange
Way to Go to War is a candid and captivating story, drawing
from first hand accounts and previously unpublished archives,
of the heroic courage of ordinary British men and women in the
face of great adversity, at the outpost of empire.
In early summer 1982--winter in the South
Atlantic--Argentina's military junta invades the Falklands.
Within days, a British Royal Navy Task Force is assembled and
dispatched. This is the story of D Squadron, 22 SAS,
commanded by Cedric Delves. The relentless tempo of events
defies belief. Raging seas, inhospitable glaciers, hurricaneforce winds, helicopter crashes, raids behind enemy lines--the
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Squadron prevailed against them all, but the cost was high.
Eight died and more were wounded or captured. Holding fast to
their humanity, D Squadron's fighters were there at the start
and end of the Falklands War, the first to raise a Union Jack
over Government House in Stanley. Across an Angry Sea is a
chronicle of daring, skill and steadfastness among a tight-knit
band of brothers; of going awry, learning fast, fighting hard,
and winning through.
The First Casualty
History's Greatest Battles
One Soldier’s Falklands War
A Falklands War Diary
Logistics in Armed Conflict
The Day by Day Record from Invasion to Victory
On 1 April 1982 Major Mike Norman, commander of Naval Party 8901, was
looking forward to a peaceful yearlong tour of duty on the Falkland
Islands. But events turned out differently, for the next day the
Argentines invaded and he and his forty-three Royal Marines found
themselves fighting for their lives.They took up defensive positions
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around Government House and on the approach to Stanley from Cape
Pembroke to protect the Governor Rex Hunt and delay the advance to
Stanley. They were prepared to die executing his orders. After a
desperate battle in the gardens and even inside the house against
superior numbers Rex Hunt ordered them to lay down their arms. As the
surrender took place, an Argentine told a marine: The islands are ours
now. The response was simple: We will be back. They were, and this is
their story.The Royal Marines of Naval Party 8901 as well as some
members of the previous detachment volunteered to join the Task Force
and, some seventy-five days later, the men who witnessed the raising of
the Argentine flag over the islands on 2 April saw the triumphant return
of the Union Jack.Mike Normans dramatic account draws on his own vivid
recollections, the log recording the defense of Government House, the
testimony of the marines under his command and newly released files
from government archives. It is a powerful and moving tribute to the
marines who confronted the Argentines when they invaded and then
fought to force them out.
This book relives the dramatic events of 25 years ago, which began when
the Argentine Junta, desperate to restore its popularity at home, took the
extraordinary decision to invade the Falkland Islands. Throughout the
Spring of 1982, the conflict in the Falklands dominated world headlines,
as British forces conducted a bravely fought and skilfully directed
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military campaign to recapture the Islands. The book provides a
chronological account of the campaign and the key factors that enabled
British forces to succeed. 25 years later, the Falklands War remains fresh
in many people's memories as one of the most gripping historical events
in recent times.
April 2nd 1982 - the day that the Falklands War erupted. Just sixty Royal
Marines stood in the way of an armada of thousands, 8,000 miles from
home and with no support. The story that followed was one of a shameful
defeat and ignominious surrender. A story which has lasted for 35 years.
Now, with first-hand accounts from the Royal Marines themselves, from
the Argentine Marines who fought against them and from the people of
Stanley who watched the battle rage on their very doorsteps, a new
history has emerged. It is the story of an epic and heroic defence on a
scale with Rorke's Drift; a story which neither the British nor the
Argentine governments wanted told. It is a battle denied; the battle of
Stanley, a battle which - we are told - never happened.The second edition
has updated stories, more information and is an even more dramatic
read!
The Day by Day Record from Invasion to Victory. 10 April - 30 April 1982 :
the epic journey ; South Georgia retaken
The Falklands War
Down South
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1 July 1916
From the Battle of Marathon to D-Day
A History of Modern-Day War Resistance

Great battles mark history's turning points where cultures
and ideologies clash. Some battles are won by inspired
leaders, some by superior weaponry, while others are won by
a sheer dogged refusal to surrender in the face of
overwhelming odds. This gripping account introduces 40
battles which changed the course of history, from the Battle
of Marathon in 490 BC to the Vietnamese defeat of the French
army at the battle of Dien Bien Phu in 1954. It includes the
extraordinary generalships of Napoleon, Wellington and
Marlborough, among others, as well as the victories of
ordinary soldiers who, through their courage, determination
and sacrifice, changed the course of history. Includes: •
Siege of Jerusalem, 79 CE • The Battle of Hastings, 1066 •
The Battle of Yorktown, 1781 • The Battle of Gettysburg,
1863 • D-Day, 1944 Brought to life by photographs, maps and
artwork of the battles, this book gives an expansive account
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of the most pivotal battles in the history of war and how
they were lost or won.
Soldiers and journalists alike wasted no time in telling the
story of the campaign to recapture the Falkland Islands
after the Argentinian invasion in April, 1982. Almost
without exception, however, they are concerned largely on
the role of the Army, for it was the part they played which
particularly fired the public imagination, and it may be
said that the role of the Royal and Merchant Navies, the
abiding images of which are for many the pictures of the
exploding frigate Antelope, and the burning Atlantic
Conveyor, has hitherto been overshadowed by the yomping of
the Marines and the exploits of certain gentleman of the
press. Yet none of them would have been there at all had the
Royal Navy not provided the necessary transport, not to
mention air cover and bombardment support. In the book David
Brown, head of what was formally the Naval Historical Branch
at the Ministry of Defence, tells in full for the first time
the extraordinary story of how the fleet was assembeled; of
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how merchant-ships from luxury liners such as the Canberra
to cargo-carriers of every description were 'Taken Up Form
Trade' and, in a staggeringly short time, converted to their
new role. He describes the stupendous problems presented by
the assembling, and stowing, of the thousands of tons of
stores and equipment needed by the Expeditionary Forces and
the way in which these problems were dealt with.
This book provides new light on the way the Argentine forces
were organized for war, the plans and reactions of the
commanders, the sufferings of the soldiers and the shame and
disillusionment of defeat. Martin Middlebrook has produced a
genuine 'first' with this unique work. Martin Middlebrook is
the only British historian to have been granted open access
to the Argentines who planned and fought the Falklands War.
It ranks with Liddel Hart's The Other side of the Hill in
analyzing and understanding the military thinking and
strategies of Britain's sometime enemy, and is essential
reading for all who wish to understand the workings of
military minds. The book provides new light on the way
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Argentine forces were organized for war, the plans and
reactions of the commanders, the sufferings of the soldiers
and the shame and disillusionment of defeat.
Scimitar into Stanley
The Peace Protestors
The Day by Day Record from Invasion to Victory. 14 May 1982
: Sas hit Pebble Island
A Day-by-Day Personal Account of the Royal Artillery in the
Falklands War
Diaries of the 1982 Conflict
The First Day on the Somme
In May 1982, Captain Roger Field, The Blues and Royals, attached
to HQ 5th Infantry Brigade, sailed on the Queen Elizabeth 2 as
part of the second wave to liberate the Falkland Islands.
Surprised by what he saw at Brigade HQ he started writing a
diary. His journey took him to Fitzroy as the Argentinean
aircraft struck the landing ships Sir Galahad and Sir Tristram.
A chance meeting led to him joining the Commanding Officer of 2
Para for the Battle of Wireless Ridge. When the Paras lost the
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commander of one of their four The Blues and Royals armored cars
part way through the battle Roger took command of that Scimitar.
He fought the rest of the battle from the turret. Next day his
Scimitar was at the very tip of the spear as 2 Para and The
Blues and Royals led the victorious charge into Port Stanley;
Max Hastings hanging onto the back of his vehicle. ‘Revisionist’
in places and always refreshingly candid, this account is unique
as it describes the War from the viewpoint of a staff officer,
infanteer and armored vehicle commander. A gripping read.
This account of the Falklands War is by the commander of the
British Task Force, Admiral Sandy Woodward. On 5 April 1982,
three days after the invasion of the Falkland Islands, British
armed forces were ordered to sail 8,000 miles to the South
Atlantic unaware of what lay ahead of them or whether they would
be committed to war with Argentina. In his memoirs, Admiral
Sandy Woodward, Task Force commander from the aircraft carrier
Hermes, take us from day one to day 100 of the conflict; from
sailing through the waters of the Atlantic with hopes of a
political settlement fading, and war becoming increasingly
likely, to the repulse of the Argentinian navy and the daring
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amphibious landing at San Carlos Water.
From Afghanistan to the Falklands, from Northern Ireland to
Iraq, British troops are nearly always in action somewhere in
the world. But whenever there is war, there will be people who
resist it. Sometimes, they can draw on public sympathy. At other
times, they stand alone against the crowd. Peace movements large
and small have been a constant part of UK history, not least in
the last 40 years. This book tells their stories. Drawing on
interviews, fresh research and newly released government
documents, the book sheds light on some of the most surprising
and overlooked events of recent decades. Peace activists in the
1980s did not know that Margaret Thatcher's government feared
that US troops on UK bases would fire on unarmed demonstrators.
When the ceasefire came about in Northern Ireland, few noticed
the peace work that Quakers had been doing behind the scenes for
years. While the jingoistic atmosphere of the Falklands War is
much remembered, there is less talk about the protests against
it that saw more than 100 arrests at navy recruitment centres
and public demonstrations. Four women who successfully disarmed
a warplane in the 1990s were just a few of those to be acquitted
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after actions that could have resulted in years in prison.
Apparent public support for the campaign against the Iraq war
masked deep and bitter divisions amongst anti-war activists.
Dissent and disobedience within the armed forces continues far
from the public gaze. As recently as 2011, Michael Lyons was
refused discharge from the Royal Navy despite developing a
conscientious objection to war. He spent seven months in a
military prison. This is a book that brings to life the
realities of resistance by people whose refusal to conform has
much to say about how we see the UK and British history today.
Falklands Gunner
The Day by Day Record from Invasion to Victory. 8 June 1982 :
Disaster at Fitzroy
From Defeat to Victory
The Day by Day Record from Invasion to Victory. July 1982 : the
final reckoning
A Day-by-day Account from Invasion to Victory
The Falklands WarA Day-by-day Account from Invasion to VictoryMarshall
Cavendish Corporation
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With the sudden Argentine invasion of the remote Falkland Islands on 2 April
1982 the United Kingdom found itself at war. Due to the resolve of a determined
Prime Minister and the resourcefulness of the Armed Forces, a Task Force, code
named Operation CORPORATE, was quickly dispatched.Remarkably just over two
months later, the Islands were liberated and the invaders defeated. By any
standards this was a remarkable feat of all arms cooperation made possible by
political resolve, sound planning, strong leadership and the courage and
determination of the combatants.Martin Middlebrook, one of the most skillful
historians of the 20th Century, has weaved the many strands of this extraordinary
military achievement into a fascinating, thorough and highly readable account of
the Campaign.For a full understanding of what it took to win this war there will be
no better account to read than this.
This book constituting a review on the event of Falklands War in 1982, is trying to
reveal the facts that the occurrence of such a war was caused by the political and
military miscalculations. General Leopoldo Galtieri had a strategic assumption
that he was so confident about, namely that the military force planned to seize
Falklands would not make British mobilize its military power, but it would settle it
down at the negotiation. And the quick response of British becomes the main
factor determining its victory in Falklands.
The Day by Day Record from Invasion to Victory. 11-12 June 1982 : the night of
battle
A Falklands Family at War
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The Day by Day Record from Invasion to Victory. 13-14 June 1982 : the final battle
The SAS in the Falklands War
One Hundred Days
The Royal Navy and Falklands War

In May 1982, Captain Roger Field, The Blues and Royals, attached to HQ
5th Infantry Brigade, sailed on the Queen Elizabeth 2 as part of the
second wave to liberate the Falkland Islands. Surprised by what he saw
at Brigade HQ he started writing a diary. His journey took him to Fitzroy
as the Argentinean aircraft struck the landing ships Sir Galahad and Sir
Tristram. A chance meeting led to him joining the Commanding Officer of
2 Para for the Battle of Wireless Ridge. When the Paras lost the
commander of one of their four The Blues and Royals armored cars part
way through the battle Roger took command of that Scimitar. He fought
the rest of the battle from the turret. Next day his Scimitar was at the
very tip of the spear as 2 Para and The Blues and Royals led the
victorious charge into Port Stanley; Max Hastings hanging onto the back
of his vehicle. Revisionist in places and always refreshingly candid,
this account is unique as it describes the War from the viewpoint of a
staff officer, infanteer and armored vehicle commander. A gripping read.
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Many military accounts of the British side of the Falklands War have
been published as well as memoirs written by servicemen who took part,
so this aspect of the story of the Argentine occupation and the British
liberation of this remote territory in the South Atlantic is well known. But
little attention has been paid to the Falkland islanders who had direct
personal experience of this extraordinary crisis in their history. That is
why the previously unpublished diaries of Neville Bennett and his wife
Valerie, a fireman and a nurse who lived with their two daughters in Port
Stanley throughout the war, is such vivid and revealing reading. As chief
fireman Neville was frequently called out to deal with fires and other
incidents during the occupation, and each day he recorded what happened
and what he thought about it in his sharp and forthright way. Valerie saw
a different side of the occupation through her work at the Stanley
hospital where she had to handle the Argentines as well as daily
accidents and emergencies. Their joint record of the exceptional
circumstances in the Falklands in April, May and June 1982 gives us a
fascinating inside view of family life during the occupation and of their
relations with the Argentine soldiers and commanders. It is engrossing
reading.
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An account of the origins and resolution of the Falklands War, looking in
particular at the political management of the crisis and the broad
strategic factors which influenced its conduct. The wider political
repercussions and implications for defence and diplomacy are also
considered.
Across an Angry Sea
The Day by Day Record from Invasion to Victory. 25 May 1982 : Bomb
alley
The Day by Day Record from Invasion to Victory. 2 May 1982 : Belgrano
Sunk
Britain and the Falklands War
The Day by Day Record from Invasion to Victory. 2 April - 9 April 1982
: Invasion!
One Soldier s Falklands War
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